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Ev ery pharmaceutical or biotechnology 

company aims to maximize the v alue of 

a new molecule. One common strategy 

inv olv es securing, early on, the 

intellectual property (IP) rights for a 

variety of potential indications in which 

there is a hint of effectiv eness. But once a 

company has been granted a patent for 

multiple indications, what is the best  

dev elopment st rategy for the molecule?  

Whether the decision is about which 

indication should be a) the focus in  

assessing efficacy and safety in the first  

exploratory Phase IIa study, b) the first  

submitted for regulatory approv al, or c) 

the focus of initial negotiations regarding 

reimbursement and market access, each 

pharmaceut ical company struggles to 

optimize the sequence for ev aluating 

and launching into the potential 

indications. Add itionally, the New Product 

Dev elopment Team struggles with 

questions such as:  

 How should we optimize the 

sequence of dev eloping follow-on 

indications?  

 Should we consider each indication 

as a separate project, independent of 

the other indications? 

 If we consider inter-dependencies, 

how can they be accounted for? 

 Is the complete v alue of the molecule 

simp ly the sum of the indiv idual 

indications?  

In the following Case Study, we illustrate 

three different approaches for optimizing 

the sequence of indications to pursue: 

1. Simple (Indication) Ranking Method 

2. Decision Tree Method (analysis at the 

molecule level )  

3. Multiple Objective Decision  Analysis 

(MODA)  

 

Case Study Background 

A potent new drug candidate has shown 

tremendous promise in pre-clinica l studies 

and is currently being assessed within a 

Phase I first-in-human trial.  Based on a 

multidiscip linary team analysis, three 

indications are judged to be scientifically, 

medically, and commercia lly promising.  

Management has made a policy 

decision that only one indication will be 

dev eloped at a time to mitigate the R&D 

cost impact in any one year and reduce 

the risk of the new mechanism of action  

(i.e. only one Phase II trial will sta rt in any 

giv en year). 

 

Simple Ranking Method 

The most common method inv olv es 

selecting the initial indication by ranking 

each indication  on selected key 

measures which are hopefully aligned 

with the company's objectiv es. The New 

Product Dev elopment Team would assess 

these measures for each of the 3 

indications being considered for 

dev elopment. 

Table 1 reflects an example of how the 

Simple Ranking Method was applied to 

this particula r Case Study.   There is v alue 

in assessing these key measures, but the 

correct choice is not at all clear.  Should 

the team choose to dev elop Indication A 

because it has the best chance of 

launching, Indication B because it has 

the highest estimated NPV, or Indication 

C because of it s alignment with the 

company ob ject iv e of addressing h igh 

unmet medical need?  Clearly, the use of 

a Simple Ranking Method has limitations, 

(see below). 
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Table 1. Simple Ranking Method. List  of measures and the assessment /  data for the three indicat ions;  

Green indicates highest scoring, Yellow  is 2nd highest, and Red is low est ; * scale  of  1 (low ) to 10 (high). 

 

Simple Ranking Method: Limitations 

 

 When one indication scores h igh ly on 

some measures and other indications 

score highly on other measures, which 

measure(s) is most appropriate to 

utilize for making the decision?  

 Is the company’s ob ject iv e a) to 

select  the best  indication, or b) to 

maximize the v alue of the compound 

through an optimized sequencing of 

indications?  

 If point estimates are used, how 

valuable are the est imates giv en the 

early stage of the molecule? 

 Once the "Best " indication is selected, 

what assumptions should be made 

regarding the sequencing of follow-on 

indications?  

 

Decision Tree Method 

A second, more holistic approach, 

addresses some of the questions raised in  

the Simple Ranking Method; it lev erages 

decision analysis principles to improv e 

decision quality and structure the 

problem using a  Strategy Table, and an 

Influence Diagram / Decision Tree.  

The focus changes from ev aluating the 

dev elopment strategy for an initial 

indication to the three-indication 

strategy. Such a method generates much 

greater insights and helps a team 

dev elop a coherent  strategy. In this 

example, the assessment and decision 

are made purely on the basis of 

expected NPV. 

For our Case Study, a Strategy Table was 

dev eloped (Table 2) to outline 3 coherent  

indication sequencing strategies (i.e., 

molecule dev elopment strategies).  

 

 

Table 2. Decision Tree Method: Strategy Table. Three st rategies are show n (each st rategy  = indicat ion  

sequence), along w ith ex amples of  key  data for assessing the st rategies. 

Indication  

Strategic Metric  Technical Metrics Commercial  Metrics  Financial  Metrics  

Degree of U nmet  

M edical Need *  
Risk (PTRS) 

R&D Cost  

($M ) 

M arket  Size 

($B) 

Peak Sales  

($M ) 
NPV ($M ) 

Risk Adjust ed 

NPV ($M ) 

A 4 20% $130M  $4B  $160M  $50M $10M 

B 3 17% $220M  $2B  $210M  $70M $15M 

C 8 9% $75M $2.5B  $110M  $35M $5M  

Strategy  

Elements of Strategy Strategy Level  Data 

First  

I ndicat ion 

Secon d 

I ndicat ion 

Third 

I ndicat ion 

Year of Firs t  

Launch  

PTRS of Fi rs t  

I ndicat ion 

Pricing  

($ / PTD)  

Cheapest First (Low 

Cost)  
C A B 2018 9% $10 

Easiest First  

(Best Ch ance)  
A B C 2018 20% $8 

Biggest First  

(Go for the Gusto)  
B A C 2019 17% $8 
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Using the Strategy Table, the team could 

include interdependencies and make 

some molecule lev el assumptions:  

 Pricing of the first indication sets 

pricing for all subsequent indications 

 Dev elopment of the other indications 

would continue regard less of success 

or failu re of the first indication  

 Regard less of sequencing, the patent 

for all indications would expire in 2028  

What’s important to recognize is that the 

Decision Tree Method and Strategy Table 

already helped the team think about 

their objectiv es at a molecule lev el, 

something that was missing in the Simple 

Ranking Method.  Other st rategies could 

hav e been dev eloped but must be 

coherent and be defensible by the team.  

Following the creation of an aligned 

Strategy Table, the team mov ed to 

dev elop an Influence Diagram (Figure 1). 

The Influence Diagram shows a high-lev el 

relationship of the three st rategies and 

the associated v alues and uncertainties. 

It also forms a straightforward schematic 

for the dev elopment of a more powerful 

decision analysis model. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.Decision Tree Method: Influence Diagram. The key  variables (uncertaint ies and values) and their  

relat ionship to the three st rategies to be evaluated; alternat ively , w hat influences Total Ex pected NPV,  

w hat influences those factors, and how  select ing one of  the three st rategies influences Total Ex pected NPV.  

Green ovals represent outcomes w ith an associated uncertainty  (e.g., the uncertainty  of a posit ive 

outcome of a Phase I Ia Trial  i n Indicat ion A) , w hile the  blue box es represent numerical  values or  

calculat ions. (e.g., Price); D PL 7.0 (Decision Programming Language 7.0, Syncopation Softw are, Concor d,  

MA) used to model  Influence Diagram.  

 

The base v alues and associated lev el of 

uncertainty for each of the key v ariables 

were then determined. Uncertainty was 

incorporated using the 10 th (low), 50 th 

(base), and 90th (high) percentile v alues.  

For this Case Study, the key v ariables 

included the Probability of Success (POS)  

of the Phase IIa trial, the Piv otal Trials, and 

the Regulatory submission, giv ing an 

ov erall Probability of Technical & 

Regulatory Success (PTRS). In addition, 

commercial v ariables included an ov erall 

measure of Market Success (Total 

Volume) and Peak Annual Volume. 

Tables 3a and 3b below show examples 

of data used to assess the v ariables in  this 

Case Study.  

Market 
Success

RegulatoryPivotal TrialsPhase IIa

Indication Sequence 
Strategy

C A  B

A  B  C

B  A C

Indic 
A

Indic 
A

Indic 
A

Indic 
A

Indic 
B

Indic 
B

Indic 
B

Indic 
B

Indic 
C

Indic 
C

Indic 
C

Indic 
C

Price
Total Expected 

NPV

Timing
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Tables 3a and 3b. Decision Tree Method: Technical Risk and Commercial Uncertaint y. 3a (Left). Probabilit ies 

of Success (POS) show n for  each stage of  the  development pathw ay, for each indicat ion,  along w ith Total  

PTRS (Probability  of Technical  and Regulatory  Success); 3b (Right). Values at the 10 th, 50th, and 90th  

percent ile for each Indicat ion show n for Market Success (Total Volume). Values  are s how n for Base Case  

launch t iming,  one year delay , and tw o year delay , w hich depend upon the sequencing. Select  variables  

show n for illust rat ion. 

 

Once a ll of the v alues and associated 

uncertainties hav e been assessed, we 

incorporate them into the decision tree 

model. In  this particu lar Case, the 

Indication Sequence Strategy with the 

greatest eNPV would giv e a v alue of 

$260M eNPV (eNPV of $189M for C-A-B 

(Cheapest  First ), eNPV of $159M for A-B-C 

(Easiest  First ), and eNPV of $260M  for B-A-

C (Biggest First). 

While these figures represent  the av erage 

expected probability adjusted v alue 

(eNPV) of each strategy, the distributions 

around these av erages represent the 

hundreds or thousands of possible 

scenarios that may surface from the 

sequencing decision and the associated 

uncertainties following that decision.  

 

 

 

Figure 2. Decision Tree Method: Analys is.  Cumulat ive Dist ribut ion of  the eN PV values of the  three st rategies.  

Indication  

Probabili ty of Success 

Total 

PTRS 
Phase 

II a 

Pivot al 

Trials  
Regulat ory 

A 45% 50% 90% 20% 

B 35% 50% 95% 17% 

C 25% 40% 85% 9% 

Indication  

Market Success (Total Volume)  

10th - 50th  - 90th Percentiles 

Launch 

Now  

1 Yr Laun ch 

Delay 

2 Yr Laun ch 

Delay 

A 115-230- 320 70- 140-220 50- 100-150 

B 190-250- 380 20- 100-200 10- 60- 90 

C 30- 75- 115 20- 60- 90 10- 35- 50 
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For example, Figure 2 shows that, while 

the Biggest  First  strategy is not completely 

dominant ov er the other two strategies, it  

does hav e the highest expected NPV 

and has the best ‘behav ing’ cumulativ e 

distribution. 

What is meant by best ‘behav ing’? If we 

examine the $500M NPV line, we see that 

the Biggest  First  (blue) st rategy has 

approximately a 70% probability of being 

below $500M and a 30% probability of 

being abov e that point, a p robability 

greater than the other two strategies. 

Simila rly, the Biggest  First  strategy has the 

largest remaining probability to reach 

$1,000M or more in  NPV and the lowest  

probability of resulting in  a negativ e NPV.  

 

Decision Tree Method: Limitations 

 

The Decision Tree method addresses 

many of the shortcomings of the Simple 

Ranking Method, but stil l leav es sev eral 

unresolv ed issues:  

 Commercial v alue of indications at 

sign ificantly early dev elopmental 

stages (prior to proof of concept) and 

more than 5 years out  (2018+) are 

difficult to estimate. 

 Decision is being made based solely 

on one financia l metric (eNPV) 

ignoring other v aluable corporate 

object iv es such as st rategic fit or 

unmet medical need. 

 

Multiple Objective Decision 
Analysis (MODA) Method 

The most comprehensiv e approach  

av ailable to pharmaceutical companies  

today is Multiple Objective Decision 

Analysis (MODA)1,2 . MODA integrates 

multiple, often competing objectiv es, 

when assessing the v alue of a  compound 

and different st rategies for that 

compound. These objectiv es can be 

financial in nature, as discussed abov e 

(e.g., eNPV or topline rev enue); they can 

also be non- financia l (e.g., align with 

corporate strategy, maximize patient  

centricity, address the greatest unmet 

medical need).  

The MODA Method inv olv es sev en key 

steps, which allow for the multi-ob ject iv e 

prioritization of different strategies:  

 

1.  Identifying the desired objectiv es 

2.  Structuring objectiv es into a hierarchy  

3.  Dev eloping a measure and v alue 

function for each objectiv e 

4.  Assign ing weights to objectiv es, i.e. 

prioritizing ob ject iv es v s. one another 

5.  Dev eloping creativ e alternativ es  

6.  Assessing each alternativ e on each 

object iv e. 

7.  Conducting an analysis to identify the 

best strategy or produce a better 

alternativ e.   

 

Often, teams responsible for compound 

dev elopment are multidisciplinary and 

global in nature, adding to the inherent  

complexity of decision making. A well-

facilitated workshop(s) focused on 

elicitation of corporate and disease area 

object iv es helps stimulate discussion and 

align the organization and key 

stakeholders on achiev able and 

measurable objectiv es that a re relev ant 

to the compound. 

In this Case Study, a multidisciplinary 

team created objectiv es through 

facilitated and focused workshops (Step 

1).  A team of functional experts (e.g., 

pharmacologists, clinicians, market ing 
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experts) assisted  in dev eloping suitable 

measures aligned with each ov erarching 

object iv e, using strategy lev el data (as 

opposed to indication lev el data). 

Measures were organized using an 

Objective Hierarchy (Step 2). In some 

cases, multiple measures of a particular 

ov erarching object iv e were introduced.  

Figure 3 shows the final set of ob ject iv es.  

Next, the Management team considered 

the relativ e importance of one ob ject iv e 

ov er the other, assigning both v alue 

functions (Step 3; how to measure each 

object iv e and the v alue of achiev ing 

different lev els of the objectiv e) and 

weights (Step 4; the relativ e contribution 

of each objectiv e to the ov erall v alue). 

Figure 3 also shows the resu lt of a second 

workshop, focused on Steps 3 and 4 of 

the MODA Method.  

For example, Management determined 

that the most important object iv e was 

Commercial Success (40% weighting), 

followed by European Presence (25%). By 

incorporating this functionality, the MODA 

Method is considerably more 

sophist icated than the regular Decision 

Tree Method, which is completely based 

on Commercial Success.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. MODA Method: Objective Measurement and Weighting. Management agreed-upon object ives, 

along w ith the associated w eights for each object ive (in parentheses) . The breakout show s a Value 

Funct ion for one of the  object ives and meas ures – Percent of  Europe w ith Market Access by  2020.  

 

A critical and often difficult part of this 

phase is identifying an adequate 

measure of a qualitativ e objectiv e.  In 

addition, a Value Function shows the 

relativ e v alue of achiev ing one lev el of a 

particular objectiv e / measure (here, 

European P resence). For example, Figure 

3 shows how achiev ing Market Access in  

60% of Europe would prov ide a v alue of 

7.5, while achiev ing 30% might only 

 

Unmet  
Medical Need  

(15%)  

Commercial   
Success  

(40%)  

Strategic  
Fit 

(20%)  

European  
Presence  

(25%)  

Maximum  
Value of  
Molecule 

Emph as ize  
Primary Care  

(40%)  

M aximize  
Leadership  
in Disease  

(60%)  

M aximize  
Access  in  
European   

M arkets 

M aximize  
Tot al $ Sales   

by 2025 

% of Europe W it h  
M arket Access   

by 2020 

M aximize  
Disease  

I mpact  by  
2025 

0 

10 

0 20 40 60 80 100 
Percent of Europe (%)  

Value Fun ct ion 

V
a
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prov ide a v alue of 2. In this fashion, the 

value function reflects the objectiv es of 

the company. 

Once v alue functions were established 

for each objectiv e / measure, each 

strategy was assessed on its ability to 

achiev e each objectiv e (Step 5). Table 4 

shows the data for each measure. 

Appropriate v alues were determined 

using v alue functions like that described 

in Figure 3.  

 

 

Table 4. MODA Met hod: Strategy Assessment. Three st rategies are  show n (Strategy  = Indicat ion Sequence),  

along w ith the assessment of  each st rategy  along the 6 object ive measures  for 4  object ives.  

 

As a la st step in MODA, the ov erall v alue 

assigned to each st rategy is ca lculated. 

This v alue is a combination of sev eral 

financial and non-financial measures (as 

described abov e). Figure 4 shows the 

cumulativ e score / v aluation of the three 

strategies under consideration.  

Interestingly, the inclusion of non-financial 

object iv es / measures resulted in the 

recommendation of a different strategy 

compared to the Decision Tree Method, 

as well as a richer and more insightful 

discussion. The desire to address Strategic 

Fit and European P resence drov e the 

strategy with a slightly lower financial 

value to be the recommended 

alternativ e. This is in contrast to a 

recommendation of the Biggest  First 

strategy, when using a financial measure 

alone ( i.e., Decision Tree Method).  

 

 

Figure 4. MODA Met hod: Valuat ion. Three st rategies are  show n w ith the cumulat ive value according to the  

sum of  the  values  of  each object ive (see Table  4 for  values of  each measure) . The length of  the  bar  s how s 

the level of value contribut ion from each object ive (standardized to a value betw een 0 and 1).  

Commercial 
Success

European 
Presence

Strategic Fit
Unmet 
Medical Need

Strategy

Biggest First

Easiest First

Cheapest First

Value

0.59

0.63

0.50

- 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 

Cheapest First

Easiest First

Biggest First

Objective →  
Commercial  

Success  

Unmet  Medical 

Need 

European 

Presence 
Strategic Fit 

Measure →  
Tot al $ Sales  by 

2025 
Disease I mpact 

% M arket  Access  

in EU 

Primary Care 

Emph as is 

Leadership in 

Disease Area 

Cheapest First  $740M   5000 20% None Achieve 

Easiest First  $680M  5330 60% M edium M aint ain 

Biggest First  $920M  5980 40% High Decline 
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Value of the MODA Method 

In this Case Study, the MODA Method 

addressed sev eral shortcomings of the 

Decision Tree Method. The consistency in  

value assessments and it s transparency  

led to better and more open discussions 

about tradeoffs between strategies. 

Management particula rly appreciated 

this facet of MODA, which led to better 

alignment around objectiv es and 

selecting a strategy that addressed a 

combination of objectiv es.  

 

Summary 

In this Case Study, three different  

analytical approaches were ev aluated 

for their v alue in helping to find the best    

indication sequencin g st rategy for a new 

molecule. All of this modeling and 

interaction with a multidiscip linary team 

of experts and Management enabled 

the company to look at  this molecule in  a 

new light. Cla rity for the decision makers 

increased significantly and confidence 

that a particular st rategy was the best 

way to meet multiple objectiv es was 

achiev ed for many stakeholders.  

Management gained trust in  the working 

team and became confident that the 

recommended strategy captured the 

key objectiv es and main areas of 

uncertainty /  risk.  

This Case Study illust rates the particu larly 

strong v alue of MODA, which addresses 

sev eral more issues than does either a 

Simple Ranking Method or a financially 

driv en Decision T ree Method (Table 5).  

MODA can be lev eraged for other issues 

as well, including decisions regarding 

which projects to fund and other port folio 

lev el decisions 3, 4, 5.  

 

Issue Simple Ranking  Decision Tree MODA  

Indication Sequence  X X X 

Incorporation of Uncertainties  X X X 

Most Appropriate Measures   X X 

Indication Dependenc ies   X X 

Molecule Level Analysis   X X 

Uncertaint y of Commerc ial Value (Early Stage)   X X 

Incorporation of Non-Financial Metrics    X 

 

Table 5. Assessment of Three Analytical Approaches. Comparison of  the three approaches and the issues  

that each can successfully  deal  w ith as per  the case study . 
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Abbreviations 

 DPL: Decision Programming Language by Syncopation  

 eNPV: Expected NPV, a probability weighted av erage of all possible NPV outcomes,  

including technical risk.  

 IP: Intellectual Property  

 NPV: Net Present Value, a  sum of discounted cash flows ov er a defined time horizon  

using an agreed upon discount rate.  

 MODA: Multiple Ob ject iv e Decision Analysis 

 POS: Probability of Success (technical success for a phase)  

 PTD: Patient Treatment Day  

 PTRS: Probability of Technical and Regulatory Success (combined POS for all phases)  

 R&D: Research and Dev elopment  
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